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The Position of Fuck You
There IS a real secret to happiness. You won’t read about this
secret in any self-help book. The secret to happiness is to put
yourself in the “Position of Fuck You.”
You can find this secret in the 2014 movie “The Gambler,” starring
Mark Wahlberg. In the scene, Wahlberg’s character is broke and
needs money to gamble. He wants to borrow money so he can get
back in the game. He visits a loan shark, who just happens to be
played by the legendary John Goodman.
You can find the scene on YouTube here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdfeXqHFmPI
(Search YouTube for: I am of the universe gambler scene)
Here’s the dialogue from the scene:
Loan Shark: ”I need to know if you’ve got the fucking brains to
walk when it’s time to walk. People don’t, you know. Ball players
that can’t play anymore. Assholes trying to maintain a standard of
living not possible anymore. A lot of those around. I’ve seen people
be up half a million dollars...”
Gambler: “I’ve been up two-and-a-half million dollars.”
Loan Shark: “What do you got on you?”
Gambler: “Nothing.”
Loan Shark: “What did you put away?”
Gambler: “Nothing.”
Loan Shark: “You get up two-and-half million dollars, any
asshole in the world knows what to do. You get a house
with a 25-year roof, an indestructible Jap economy shitbox
car and you put the rest into the system at 3 to 5 percent
and you pay your taxes. That’s your base. Get me? That’s
your fortress of fucking solitude. That puts you, for the rest
of your life, at a level of ‘Fuck You.’”
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Loan Shark: “Someone wants you to do something? Fuck
You. Boss pisses you off? Fuck You. Own your house. Have a
couple of bucks in the bank. Don’t drink. That’s all I have to
say to anybody.”
Loan Shark: “Did your grandfather take risks?”
Gambler: “Yes.”
Loan Shark: “I guarantee he did it from a position of Fuck You.”
Loan Shark: “A wise man’s life is based around Fuck You. The
United States of America is based upon Fuck You. You’re a king?
You have an army? You have the greatest Navy in the history of
the world? Fuck You.”
The United States was founded upon the position of “Fuck You.”
Our grandparents and great grandparents arranged their lives from
the Position of “Fuck You.”
Somewhere in the last 30 years, we’ve lost sight of this position.
Sadly, we no longer strive to live a wise man’s life.
I define the “Position of Fuck You” as...
1. You’re not dependent upon anyone for anything.
2. You never have to work for money. This doesn’t mean
you don’t work. It simply means you don’t HAVE to work.
3. You can do whatever you want, whenever you want.
If you lived in the Position of Fuck You, would you be happy? Damn
straight, you’d be happy. You would own your life. You would
have complete control over your life. You would only work
when you wanted to work, doing things you really wanted
to do.
This is the real secret to happiness.
Before moving on, notice what the Position of Fuck You doesn’t
include: a seven-figure net worth, a 10,000-square-foot mansion,
vacation homes, yachts or $100,000 cars.
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You can have these things, but they’re not required.
The Position of Fuck You is 100% about your time.
A position in which you don’t have to do anything you don’t want
to do. You don’t have to run off to work six days a week. You don’t
have to climb the corporate ladder. You don’t have to kiss
someone’s ass hoping for the promotion. You don’t have to sweat
the big sale. You don’t have to wear a suit with a noose around
your neck. You don’t have to inch along through rush hour traffic
to and from work five days a week.
The Position of Fuck You allows you to have complete autonomy in
your life, so that you can live each day as you wish.
AUTOMOMY: “Freedom from external control or influence;
independence.”
Please understand autonomy doesn’t come without work, risk,
sacrifice or effort. It certainly does require all of these and more.
We’ll get into what’s required later in this book.
However, when you do arrive in the glorious Position of Fuck You,
you’ll never be dependent upon anyone for anything. More
importantly, this position of strength cannot be taken away from
you; you would have to give it away.
Back to the scene from “The Gambler”...
A waitress walks by and asks the gambler if he wants a drink. The
loan shark interrupts and says:
“What he wants is money because he doesn’t know when to say
‘that’s it.’ I’m two million ahead – fuck it. Fuck You. I have a car
and a house and a family, and it’s all paid for.”
Once you have the Position of Fuck You, you won’t have to take
any unnecessary risk with your time or your money. You’ll have to
the ability to say, “That’s it.”
In this book, I’m going to show you how to achieve the Position of
Fuck You. You may not like what I share, but I’m going to give it to
you straight. At the end of the book, you can decide if you’re up for
the challenge.
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Here’s the Position of Fuck You we’ll be shooting for:
1. You will have no need to work for money because you’ll
have thousands of dollars of monthly cashflow.
2. You will have zero debt. You cannot be in the Position of
Fuck You with debt. Debt forces you to work. Debt takes
away your freedom.
3. You can build a financial fortress for your family, if you so
choose.
If you follow the steps I outline, you will have what the loan shark
suggests: a car and a house with a 25-year roof - all paid for. You
won’t owe a penny to anyone. You won’t have to worry about the
stock market or your retirement account. You won’t have to
answer to a boss, and you won’t have to trade the majority of your
life away for a damn paycheck.
You’ll have thousands of dollars of monthly cashflow. You will only
work when you want to work, and you’ll be able say “Fuck You” to
anyone at any time.
The key to achieving the Fuck You position is... monthly cashflow.
Monthly cashflow is the key that unlocks the Fuck You door.
You can use this cashflow to eliminate your need for work, to pay
off all of your debt, and to build a financial fortress for your family.
Without monthly cashflow, you’ll have to continue working for
money. You’ll never pay off all of your debts, and you’ll be forced
to hope the stock market doesn’t crash before you retire. You’ll be
dependent upon everyone for every aspect of your life. This is a
horrible way to live.
It’s exactly why you’re not genuinely happy right now and why you
desperately keep searching for more.
Trust me, I know.
I’ve been on your journey.
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The Position of Fuck Me
We’re going to start by tearing off the Band-Aid, and it may be painful.

We have all been programmed to live miserable lives.
This programming has come from our parents, brothers, sisters,
teachers, priests, ministers, movies, TV and our friends.
Without realizing it, we automatically adopt ideas and beliefs about
how to live from our environment. These ideas and beliefs may
actually lead us to live very challenging lives.
Here’s a quick list of some of the ideas and beliefs we’ve been taught:
1. Go to school so you can get a good job. Save 15% of your
paycheck in your 401k plan. Diversify your 401k
investments. Save seven figures, and you’ll be able retire
at 65 and live happily ever after.
2. Get to work early, stay late and work your ass off so
you can get a good raise. More money is always better than
more time.
3. If you work hard, you’ll be rewarded with job security.
4. Follow the “food pyramid” recommended by the USDA, and
you’ll live a long, healthy life. Remember, moderation is
the key and it’s best to consume six smaller meals a day:
breakfast, mid-morning snack, lunch, mid-afternoon snack
and dinner.
5. When you don’t feel well, go to your doctor. Your doctor
will prescribe an expensive medication. Take these “magic”
pills, and all of your aches and pains will go away
forever.
6. To maintain a healthy bodyweight, do 45-minutes of
cardio every morning.
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7. Buy the products and services you see advertised in the
movies, TV and the Internet. These things will always make
your life better without any effort on your part.
8. Take one nice vacation each summer with your family, if
you’re able to get permission from your employer.
9. Get your kids involved in as many extracurricular
activities as you possibly can, so they can get into the
best colleges. The best colleges will help them get the
best jobs, so they can live good lives like us.
10. Always compare yourself to the Joneses, because you’ll
get more approval from society if you have nicer cars and a
larger home.
This is just a tiny fraction of our programming. There is a great deal
more, but this will be enough for our work together.
Where has this programming we’ve all received taken us?
1. According to a survey from Gobankingrates.com, 1 out of
every 3 Americans has absolutely nothing saved for
retirement, and 56% have less than $10,000 saved. The
average 50-year-old has just $60,000 saved for retirement.
2. More than two-thirds (68.8%) of American adults are
considered overweight or obese. Three out of every 4 men
are overweight
3. According to a study by the Mayo Clinic, 7 of 10
Americans take at least one prescription drug. In 2013, it
was estimated that the average American spends $1,370 on
prescriptions. This cost has actually risen dramatically
since 2013 and is forecasted to continue escalating.
4. The average college graduate in 2016 has $37,172 in
student-loan debt for degrees in which they cannot find
suitable employment. Many young adults aren’t able to make
the minimum monthly principal-and-interest payments, and
their outstanding loan balance increases each year.
5. According to a
report working an
equates to nearly
was reported from

Gallup poll, adults employed full-time
average of 47 hours per week, which
six days of labor each week. This average
a Gallup survey in 2015. In 1960, only
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20% of mothers worked. Today, 70% of American children live
in households in which both parents are employed.
6. The average American under the age of 65 is earning
$46,409 a year, according to the Census Bureau’s Current
Population Survey. Since the U.S. has no legally mandated
annual leave, the average U.S. worker only has an average
of 13 vacation and/or sick days each year.
7. The average U.S. consumer holds two bank-issued credit
cards and carries a total balance of $5,551, according to
Experian’s recent State of Credit report.
8. Americans currently average 6.8 hours of sleep each
night. This average is down from almost eight hours of
sleep in 1942. Sixty-eight percent (164 million) of
Americans struggle with sleep each week. Forty-one percent
of these adults have taken some type of sleep aid.
9. Seventy-five percent of American adults experience
moderate to high levels of stress, according to the
American Psychological Association. These adults report
that stress has a negative impact on their mental and
physical health. The three main areas causing stress are
money, work and family responsibilities. Stress is also a
top health concern for U.S. teens between 9th and 12th
grades.
10. Various estimates peg the divorce rate between 40% and
50% for married couples in the United States.
We can probably stop here.
Life certainly is good like the T-shirt says,
isn’t it?
Do you fall into any of these statistics? If
so, it’s time for you to make a change.

Let’s paint a picture of the average 50-year-old American man:
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He works 47 hours a week at a job he doesn’t enjoy. He makes
approximately $46,409 a year, which works out to around
$19.74 per hour. His spouse, if he is still married, also works
full-time. If he is lucky, he gets 10 days of vacation and three
sick days each year. More than likely, he is 30 lbs. overweight.
He sleeps an average of 6.8 hours a night and uses sleeping
pills. He has about $60,000 saved in his retirement account. He
has $5,551 in credit card debt from buying stuff he doesn’t
need. He takes one or more prescribed medications. He feels
high levels of stress on a daily basis over work, money and
familial responsibilities. His children have $37,000 in student
loan debt. More than likely, they have moved back home after
graduating because they can’t find a full-time job for their
degree and can’t afford to live on their own.

I’m not the smartest guy in the world, but it certainly seems how
we’ve been taught to live isn’t really the best way to live. We have
serious issues in every area of our lives, including our finances, our
health and our marriages.
Isn’t this a little scary?
Truth be told, our average lives aren’t very good. We are truly living
lives of quiet desperation, as Thoreau suggested.
The crazy part is that – as mentioned earlier –we’ve been programmed
to live this way.
Who profits from how we’ve been taught to live?
Let’s see....
Our employers profit from our labor. We trade away an average of 47
hours a week of our precious lives to make money for the businesses
that employ us. The financial community profits from our 401k
contributions. The longer we work and contribute, the more they’ll
make off of our labor.
The food industry makes billions off of the processed food packed onto
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the shelves of our local grocery stores. Your doctor profits from all of
your health problems. Every time you go see him or her, they get to
send another bill to your insurance company. This doesn’t count all of
the kickbacks they get from the drug companies for pushing their
prescriptions. The drug companies make billions on all the medications
we take due to our obesity and poor health.
Your mortgage company makes hundreds of thousands of dollars off of
your mortgage. Your bank profits off of your savings account. Your
credit card companies have incredible profit margins, thanks to your
credit card balances.
The colleges and student loan companies profit immensely from the
loans they peddle to our children for degrees, which do not provide
stable income. The president of a small private college in Georgia
makes $9.6 million a year. The annual cost to attend this college is
$52,000, and the majority of students graduate with significant
student loan debt that they’ll struggle with for years.
Does this make any sense?

The ideas we’ve been taught about how to live a good life seem to
actually create not-so-good lives. We are overworked, stressed out,
sick, tired, fat and really have no significant savings for all of our work.
Even worse, we’re dependent upon everyone for everything. We’re
actually in the position of “Fuck Me,” which is the opposite of Fuck You.
We are playing a game we cannot win.
We desperately need our jobs because we cannot life without a
paycheck. On top of our day-to-day living expenses, we’ve got
mortgage payments, car payments and credit-card payments. We
need our doctors, our prescription medication and our sleeping pills.
Guess what?
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We’re teaching our children create the same outcome in their lives. We
are literally programming them to have these exact same results.
Let’s stop this right now. Let’s think accurately. Let’s make better
decisions for our lives and the lives of our children. Life will give you
what you sincerely ask of it. It’s extremely important for us to make
sure we are asking for what we really want in our lives.
What we really want is to live in the Position of Fuck You.
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The Layaway Life Plan
The life plan most of us are taught to follow is to go to college in order
to get a good job. Once we get our good job, we are taught to open up
a 401k account and save 10% to 15% of our paychecks. After 40
years of working, we’ll hopefully have enough saved in order to finally
retire.
I call this plan "The Layaway Life" because it’s similar to buying
something on layaway.
We see something we want at the store and ask the store to reserve
the item for us. We set up a payment plan where we make small
payments over time and when the price is finally paid in full, we can
finally have the item we put on layaway.
The retirement plan we've been taught all these years is really a
"Layaway Life" plan. The item we’ve put on layaway is our time and
we make small retirement plan contributions each month for decades
hoping to finally be able to buy our time back.
Guess what?
The crazy part is when we can finally retire, we’ll actually be in the
Position of Fuck You. We won’t need to work for money, and hopefully
we’ll have all of our debts paid off, too. The problem is, the price we
pay with the layaway life plan is 40-plus years of our lives for the
exact same goal. Forty years. That’s a mighty long time.
The underlying goal with this "Layaway Life" plan is to accumulate a
specific net worth by the time we reach retirement age. Consider the
following excerpt from Time Magazine:
“The fund company T. Rowe Price advises a multiple of 12 times final pay, while
Fidelity calculates that a multiple of eight times pay will do the trick. All the firms
use slightly different assumptions. But you can see that they are in the
same ballpark and, more importantly, that it’s a big park.”
“Looking at it another way, BTN Research estimates that, assuming 5% average
annual investment returns, for every $1,000 of monthly income you want over a
30-year retirement, you need $269,000 in the bank. Let’s consider that same
household making $75,000 a year. To replace the commonly recommended 80%
of income in retirement — or $60,000 in this case — the household would need
$5,000 a month. In this calculation, this household’s number is $1.35 million, or
18 times final pay.”
Cashflownaire.com
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This "Layaway Life" plan requires $1,350,000 before you can purchase
your retirement (time). We make small layaway installment payments
out of our paychecks for decades. We trade our time away, working 40
plus hours each week, hoping to build a specific net worth.

The "Layaway Life" plan values wealth as the most important asset.
We sacrifice our time, for decades, to build wealth. Then, and only
then, we can retire and start valuing our time again.
The problem is we only have one life to live.
The "Layaway Life" plan formula:
Wealth > Time
“Time is what we want most, but what we use worst.” William Penn
We typically don’t understand the true value of time until it is too late.
It becomes too late when our time nears the end. Unfortunately, we
don’t always know when the end is near.
We make choices on a daily basis elevating money as the most
precious commodity. We trade a higher-value commodity (our time)
for a lower-value commodity (money) and, oddly enough, think it’s a
good trade.
It is definitely not a good trade.
Imagine you’ve been falsely arrested for murder and you’re facing life
in prison. To defend against a false charge, would you accept the free
public defender, or would you hire the best defense attorney money
can buy?
This scenario shows us the true value of our time. We would quickly
spend all of our money to buy the best attorney in order to save
ourselves from massive prison time.
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Now imagine you’ve just left your doctor’s office after being told you
have a terminal disease. You may be able to fight this deadly disease
and save your life with a costly medical treatment.
What would you do?
Would you trade all of your money to pay for this life-saving medical
treatment? I’m sure you would. We all would.
Notice in these two scenarios, we make the decision to trade our
money to buy more time very quickly. There is no hesitation
whatsoever. We don’t need to talk to anyone before deciding. We don’t
need paper, pencil and calculator to do some figuring. We even don’t
need a few days to think about it. The answer is immediate and
unwavering.
We would quickly trade all of our money for more time because
money is replaceable while our time isn’t.
Warren Buffett, one of the richest men in the world, told a group of
college students he would gladly trade places with them. He would
trade all of his money to buy their youth. Buffett is in his late 80s. If
Buffett made this offer to you, would you accept the trade? Would you
give up the majority of your life for billions of dollars knowing the
average life expectancy for men is 77 years?
“Time is the only permanent and absolute ruler in the universe. But
she is a scrupulously fair ruler. She treats every living person exactly
alike every day. No matter how much of the world’s goods you have
managed to accumulate, you cannot successfully plead for a single
moment more than the pauper receives without ever asking for it.
Time is the one great leveler. Everyone has the same amount to spend
every day.” - William J. Reilly
The richest person in the world cannot buy more time. This simply
means time is the most valuable resource in the world. It cannot be
purchased for any amount of money. Time is priceless; however, we
tend to trade our priceless time away for decades without much
thought.
When we go to work for 40 or 50 hours each week in order to collect a
paycheck, we make the trade Buffett offered. We trade away our
irreplaceable time for replaceable money. Sadly, we trade our time
away for far less than what Buffett offered to pay.
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In “On The Shortness of Life,” Seneca wrote...
“Men do not let anyone seize their estates, and if there is the slightest
dispute about their boundaries they rust to stones and arms; but they
allow others to encroach on their lives – why, they themselves even
invite those who will take over their lives.”
We invite others to take over our lives when we trade our time for
money. Your job IS an encroachment of your life and you invite this
encroachment into your life for most of your life.
Seneca continues...
“You are living as if destined to live forever; your own frailty never
occurs to you; you don’t notice how much time has already passed,
but squander it as though you had a full and overflowing supply –
though all the while that very day which you are devoting to somebody
or something may be your last. You act like mortals in all that you
fear, and like immortals in all that you desire.
You will hear many people saying: ‘When I am fifty I shall retire into
leisure; when I am sixty I shall give up public duties.’ And what
guarantee do you have of a longer life? Who will allow your course to
proceed as you arrange it? Aren’t you ashamed to keep for yourself
just the remnants of your life, and to devote to wisdom only that time
which cannot be spent on any business?
How late it is to begin really to live just when life must end! How
stupid to forget our mortality, and put off sensible plans to our fiftieth
and sixtieth years, aiming to begin life from a point at which few have
arrived.”
Seneca has a way for setting us straight, doesn’t he? We should be
ashamed to keep remnants of our life for ourselves. We are only given
one opportunity at life and we tend to waste this opportunity, valuing
money over time. He wrote:
“No one will bring back the years; no one will restore you to yourself.
Life will follow the path it began to take, and will neither reverse nor
check its course. It will cause no commotion to remind you of its
swiftness, but glide on quietly. What will be the outcome? You have
been preoccupied while life hastens on. Meanwhile death will arrive,
and you have no choice in making yourself available for that.”
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Death will arrive and we will have no choice.
“But men labor under a mistake. The better part of the man is soon
ploughed into the soil for compost. By a seeming fate, commonly
called necessity, they are employed, as it says in the old book, laying
up treasures which moth and rust will corrupt, and thieves break
through and steal. It is a fool’s life, as they will find when they get to
the end of it, if not before.” - Henry David Thoreau
As Thoreau wrote, we begin digging our graves as soon as we are
born. Throughout the years, we’ve been taught to get a job and save a
portion of our paychecks each month. Continue this process for 40
years, and we’ll finally have enough to “retire.”
On the surface, this plan makes sense. This is why we’ve all fallen for
it. However, if you think accurately about things, you’ll realize it may
not be the best approach.
The reason is because this plan was designed by financial planners and
mutual fund companies. These financial planners and mutual fund
companies make billions off of this plan through fees and commissions
you pay through your retirement accounts.
In most cases, these fees are invisible to you because they are
deducted from the income generated by the investments inside your
retirement account. If the true return of the mutual funds and other
investments in your retirement account is 9% this year, they’ll
subtract their fees and the amount you capture will only be only 6% or
7%, which is less than the actual return.
The sad part is this happens regardless of how well your investments
perform. They always get to collect their fees, even if your
investments are losing money.
The longer they can keep you saving in your retirement plan, the more
money they’ll make off of you. This is why these companies
recommend working until you’re 65. You work for 40 years; they profit
for 40 years. You trade away your precious life while they profit from
every paycheck and retirement contribution you make.
Please understand this approach to retirement is designed for THEIR
benefit, not yours. Your retirement account is their asset.
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Consider the following excerpt from Time Magazine:
“The fund company T. Rowe Price advises a multiple of 12 times final pay, while
Fidelity calculates that a multiple of eight times pay will do the trick. All the firms
use slightly different assumptions. But you can see that they are in the
same ballpark and, more importantly, that it’s a big park.”
“Looking at it another way, BTN Research estimates that, assuming 5% average
annual investment returns, for every $1,000 of monthly income you want over a
30-year retirement, you need $269,000 in the bank. Let’s consider that same
household making $75,000 a year. To replace the commonly recommended 80%
of income in retirement — or $60,000 in this case — the household would need
$5,000 a month. In this calculation, this household’s number is $1.35 million, or
18 times final pay.”
For someone making $75,000 a year, “their” retirement plan requires
you to build up a retirement fund of $1,350,000 so you’ll be able to
collect 80% of your annual income when you retire.
Your $1,350,000 retirement plan will hopefully provide you with
$60,000 a year, or $5,000 a month, in retirement. If you’re not able to
hit this $1,350,000 benchmark at retirement age, you’ll retire with
significantly less income.

It’s time to stop trading our time away for money and to start trading
our money away to buy time
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Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?
The Layaway Life plan we’ve all be taught is designed for us to save
every month for decades so that we can build up a large “nest egg” to
live off in retirement.
The goal is a large net worth. The Holy Grail: a “million dollars.”
Well, truth-be-told, this is not what we really want. We really don’t
want a million dollars. How do I know?
Because I’m a former multi-millionaire. (Please notice the word
former. It’s important. I actually like to think of myself as a recovering
millionaire.)
When I was in my 20s, I had a goal to be a millionaire. This goal was
so strong that I was willing to do anything legal to accomplish it. I built
several successful businesses. I owned commercial real estate,
apartment buildings, single-family homes, manufactured homes and a
fancy oceanfront condo.
I literally worked 80 hours a week. I would be up at 4:30 a.m. every
single day, trying to get in three hours of solid work before the world
started moving. I took massive risk. I had a lot of debt. I had a large
office with 20-plus employees. I had a large monthly overhead (office
rent, utilities, copy machines, payroll, etc.)
On paper, I was rich. My assets were valued at well over $5,000,000.
After subtracting out roughly $3,000,000 of debt, I was a multimillionaire.
Woo-hoo! I made it. I only wish Instagram was around back then so I
could have posted “millionaire-ish” pictures and looked really cool.
In fact, in 2007 I sold one of my businesses for $1,200,000. I financed
a significant portion of this sale to the buyer. The buyer was actually
paying around $8,000 a month on the loan for this business sale.
Life was really good!
Then the real estate market crashed in 2008. (Start the sad country
song here because I’m about to lose my truck, my money, my…)
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The value of my real estate holdings dropped by over 70 percent. The
buyer of my business defaulted, and the $8,000 monthly check
disappeared. The business had been destroyed in the crash. I ended
up losing several properties through foreclosure and teetered on the
verge of bankruptcy.
The multi-million dollar net worth I worked so hard to achieve
vanished, providing me with an opportunity to really think about what
I wanted in life.
Did I really want be a millionaire?
Did I really want to work 7 days a week?
Was I still willing to sacrifice everything for a large net
worth?
Did I want the massive overhead and the pressure of a large
business?
Slowly but surely, I realized I didn’t want to have a large net worth. A
million-dollar net worth didn’t provide any real satisfaction. It didn’t
change my life. I couldn’t stop working.
Before I sold my business, I was a multi-millionaire on paper. The
problem was this net worth didn’t provide any significant recurring
monthly income. This meant I had to continue working.
The only way I could unlock this high net worth was to sell my
business. If I didn’t sell my business, I would have had to continue
working 7 days a week. So I sold my business to escape the mess I
had created for myself.
The market crash showed me what I really wanted.
What I really wanted was the income from a large net worth. I
wanted the $8,000 a month I received after selling my business.
Here’s what I learned through all of this …
Recurring monthly income will change your life. Recurring monthly
income will allow you to stop working for money. Recurring monthly
income will provide you with freedom.
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This realization was life-changing for me because I no longer had to
save for decades in my retirement account. I also didn’t have to build
a multi-million dollar business.
Up until this realization, the only path for me to achieve my goal of
becoming a millionaire was to save for 40plus years or to build a
business with a value of a million dollars or more. By letting go of the
goal to become a millionaire, life became instantly easier. This was
immensely liberating for me because I really didn’t want to build
another BIG business. I also didn’t want to get a job hoping to save
$1,000,000 by the time I reached 65.
Instead, I could simply focus on creating the income provided by a
multi-million dollar net worth. In other words, I could just recreate
the $8,000 a month of income I had when I sold my business.
Financing the sale of the business ended up highlighting what I really
wanted, even though the buyer defaulted and stopped paying.
Opportunity really does hide in adversity. Here’s what the market
crash taught me:
INCOME > WEALTH
When it comes right down to it, we really don’t want to be millionaires.
We want the income flowing from a million-dollar net worth. The
income gives us what we’re really after, which is FREEDOM.
Freedom to work or not work. Freedom to travel or not travel.
Freedom to do what we want, when we want to do it.
Think about it …
What is your current financial goal right now?
My guess is that you want to save enough during your working years
so you can retire comfortably. You may actually have a “number”
you’re striving to achieve. I certainly did.
By digging just a little further on your current financial goal, you’ll see
what you really want is monthly income. Monthly income you can
collect after you stop working.
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Here’s an important question for you to ponder:
If you had monthly recurring income that covered all of
your expenses right now, would you need a large net worth?
Would you still need to work until you were 65?
Instead of saving for decades to hit your “number” before you
retire, wouldn’t it be better to just create now the monthly
income your “number” would eventually generate?
Remember, the ultimate goal of the “Layaway Life” plan is really to
obtain the Position of Fuck You, in which you no longer have to work
for money.
The problem is the “Layaway Life” plan requires 40 years to achieve.
This is 40 years of YOUR life.
By keeping the real goal in site, we can obtain the Position of Fuck You
within a few years by creating recurring monthly income.
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How to Achieve Freedom
To achieve freedom, we have to think differently than everyone else.
We have to make choices based around how we want to live OUR lives.
We cannot continue copying others who don’t think for themselves.

Hopefully, we now realize that we shouldn’t set specific net worth
goals. Striving for a net worth “number” is really not the best way to
live. You trade away your life for something you really don’t have any
control over.
Your net worth “number” is dependent upon many things outside of
your control: interest rates, the economy, the stock market, the
political environment and more. You may or may not hit your number.
If you do hit your number, the market may crash and you’re back to
work again.
A better approach is to pursue recurring monthly income. This
income can come from real estate, businesses, dividend stocks,
bonds or any other source of recurring income not requiring
your labor.
And to give you something to work toward, I’m going to share a story
from the gym. Yes, investing lessons from the weight room.
In 2011, a friend recommended I read a book titled “Fit: An
Unconventional Guide to Using Conventional Methods for Creating
Fitness For the Real World.” This was a great book for several reasons.
The most important reason was that this was first time I learned about
performance standards for strength and fitness.
The basic idea is to measure your strength and fitness against certain
standards to see how you’re progressing. You can look at charts for
your age, weight and gender and see where you stand against the
standards.
Here’s a screenshot of how this looks:
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(Note: This chart was from StrengthLevel.com and it isn’t the same
standards found in the book I referenced. This chart has been included
so you can get a feel for how these strength standards look.)
You can see the different strength levels based upon body weight.
(Unfortunately, this chart doesn’t factor in age, which I think is an
important consideration with regard to strength.)
The reason these standards are important is because they give
us something to work toward. If you deadlift, you can set a specific
goal for one of these standards.
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It’s important to understand that achieving advanced and elite
standards may take years of effort. You don’t just walk into the gym
and start deadlifting 500 lbs. You have to build this level of strength
over time with small increases compounded over time.
When I first saw these standards, I was horrified. I had been lifting
weights for years and didn’t rank very high against these standards.
Truth be told, I had never deadlifted, which is an important exercise
for strength. I was pissed at myself, because I realized I had wasted
years of opportunity in developing my strength. Had I learned about
these standards and basic strength programming when I started lifting
weights, I would have been a lot stronger now.
I decided to start from the beginning and set up a basic strength
program, which included deadlifts. Over the next year, I increased my
strength dramatically as I worked toward higher categories in the
strength standards.
Throughout all of this, I started to realize there were standards for
retirement savings, but no standards for cashflow. I’m sure you’ve
seen the charts prepared by financial planners showing how much you
should have saved at certain ages in order to be able to retire at 65.
I’m not going to bother including any of these charts because I think
they’re worthless. They’re focused on paper wealth, not income.
Income pays the bills. Paper wealth doesn’t. Plus, who wants to work
until they’re 65?
So, I sat down and made my own standards for monthly cashflow.
Here’s what I came up with:
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The strength standards I found back in 2011 really helped me, as they
gave me direction with my workouts. I had a goal and could work
toward my goals with each workout. Working toward the strength
standards provided an immediate return on the time invested at the
gym.
The cool part about becoming stronger is that it compounds. You get
stronger exponentially. The stronger you get, the stronger you CAN
get.
Well, the same thing actually happens with monthly cashflow. The
monthly cashflow standards I created were designed to do the exact
same thing: give us focus and direction.
As I write this, I’m 47 years old. My monthly cashflow is a little over
$20,000 a month. I’m considered “Elite” by the standards I’ve set for
myself. (You can see how my cashflow looks by studying the “Special
& Confidential Report” included with this book.)
Just like with strength, cashflow compounds over time. As an example,
you can buy (or create) an asset this month that provides $500 a
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month of recurring cashflow. If you do the same thing next month,
you’ll have $1,000 a month flowing into your bank account.
By switching your focus from a net worth “number” to a monthly
cashflow “number,” you can dramatically increase your recurring
income.
These standards provide a goal for us to work toward. Each dollar of
monthly cashflow you create will provide a future benefit as
it compounds over time.
Take a minute and see where you’re at in this chart. Are you on track
based upon your age and current monthly cashflow?
My guess is you aren’t on track. More than likely, you’re way below
these standards. The reason is because you weren’t taught to focus on
monthly cashflow. You were taught to save for decades to build your
retirement account up to a certain level so you’d have enough money
for retirement.
We were taught to pursue the wrong goal.
These cashflow standards show how well we are at creating monthly
cashflow. And in my humble opinion, learning how to create monthly
cashflow is one of THE most important skills anyone can have.
I sketched this chart out myself a few years ago after learning about
strength standards. I wasn’t very happy with where I stood, so I set a
goal to be at the “elite” cashflow level for my age. Up until this chart, I
felt like I had been wasting my time, just like I did when I studied the
strength standards. I didn’t have much cashflow to show for all the
work I had done in my life. I created a plan to increase my cashflow
and followed this plan religiously. It became my primary focus and
provided a great deal of direction.
The cashflow standards began providing a return on the time I
invested working. Just like the strength standards provided a return on
my time at the gym. When we work, we are trading our lives
away for money. We should demand a very high return on this
investment because our time is so incredibly valuable. The
higher return we should focus on is monthly cashflow, because
cashflow provides everything we want in life.
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I realize this is all new to you, but as you think about this idea a little
more, you’ll probably realize it’s impossible to hit these cashflow
standards through the typical financial plan we’ve been taught to
follow.
You know the drill… get a good job, save 15% of your income, and
you’ll enjoy bliss in your golden years! I’ll say it again, because it is so
important:
It IS impossible to achieve these cashflow standards through a
paycheck alone.
Just like it’s impossible to deadlift 500 lbs. by running on a treadmill.
The only way you’ll make significant progress on these cashflow
standards is if you focus a portion of your time on buying, building or
creating income-producing assets. You cannot do what everyone else
does and expect to achieve financial freedom in your 30s, 40s, or 50s.
You’ve got to get off the treadmill and pick up heavy weights. You’ve
got to get out there and start accumulating income-producing assets.
There is no other way.
Let’s stop for a second and consider what a large net worth would
provide in terms of income today, assuming you worked until the age
of 65 and saved a significant sum in your retirement account. As you
retire, you’re able to generate an annual 5% income stream off of your
retirement savings.
If you saved:

Annual income:

Monthly income:

$1,000,000 @ 5%

$50,000

$4,166

$2,000,000 @ 5%

$100,000

$8,333

$3,000,000 @ 5%

$150,000

$12,500

$4,000,000 @ 5%

$200,000

$16,666

$5,000,000 @ 5%

$250,000

$20,833

Instead of saving $1 million, $2 million, or $3 million, over 30 years,
why not create $4,166, $8,333 or $12,500 of monthly income instead?
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Would you have to keep working if you had $12,500 of monthly
income? Probably not! This how you put yourself in the Position of
Fuck You now instead of when you’re 65.
Depending on your current savings level and your ability as an
investor, you may be able to create the income from a $5,000,000 net
worth with significantly less than $1,000,000.
This chart is very powerful because it allows you to track and measure
your performance toward a life-changing goal. I created this chart for
myself five years ago. I have it posted in my home office, and it
motivates me to really ask myself how I’ve done.
Compare this approach to the traditional strategy of building wealth
we’ve all been taught. If your net worth increases $100,000 this year
because the stock market went crazy, will it change your life? No, it
won’t.
However, if you increase your monthly cashflow by $10,000 this year,
would it change your life? Yes, it will.
To summarize:
1. Time IS significantly more valuable than money. We
shouldn’t trade a higher-value item for a lower-value item.
2. Monthly income IS significantly more valuable than wealth.
3. Our #1 priority above all others is FREEDOM and AUTOMONY.
Cashflow will replace your income from your J-O-B, eliminating
your need for work.
4. The most important skill set we can have is the ability to
create recurring monthly cashflow. We can use these skills to
create unlimited monthly income. We can also teach these
skills to our children, allowing them to live without the need for
paid work.
Before you move on to the next chapter, set your monthly cashflow
goal. You might consider using the Cashflow Standards chart as a
guideline based upon your age.
Don’t be afraid to set BIG cashflow goals. The Cashflow Standards are
BIG goals, and they’re designed to be life-changing.
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You’ll see this unfold as we continue through this book.

How to Become a Cashflownaire
Instead of trading away your time for money, arrange your life so
others work to send YOU money. On a high level, there are only two
ways to make money:
1. People at work.
2. Money at work.
Most people fall into the category of “people at work.” They trade their
time at work for money.
Others reverse this and trade their money to buy time. They use their
money to buy income-producing assets. These income-producing
assets provide money they can use to pay for their living expenses,
eliminating their need to work.

This is so important that I’m going to repeat it:
You can trade your money to buy financial freedom by
acquiring income-producing assets.
These income-producing assets all have people going to work to
generate money to send to you. As an example using Coca-Cola stock,
we can do some quick math to see how much money you would need:
If your monthly cashflow goal is $10,000 a month for a total of
$120,000 a year, you would need 81,267 shares of Coca-Cola stock.
Those 81,267 shares of stock, paying dividends of $1.48 each year,
would provide you with $120,000 in annual income. As I write this, the
price of one share of Coca-Cola stock is $46.00. You would need to
trade $3,738,282 of your money to buy $10,000 a month of cashflow
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if Coca-Cola stock were your main income-producing asset.

All 700,000 of the employees working at Coca-Cola would go to work
each week to send you $120,000 each year in dividend checks.
The good news is you can create $10,000 of monthly cashflow for a lot
less than $3.7 million. You can use different income-producing assets,
which provide higher levels of investment income.
Another income-producing asset some may consider is interestbearing bonds. These bonds pay interest to you, which can be used for
your living expenses.
Using the $10,000-per-month cashflow goal, you would need
$2,400,000 of bonds paying 5% annually. With these incomeproducing bonds, you could generate an average of $10,000 per
month in cashflow.
The same idea applies to every income-producing asset: stocks,
bonds, real estate or a small business you own that operates without
your day-to-day involvement. People go to work in the asset to
generate income for the owner of the asset.
You want to trade your money for these assets and use the income
generated from the assets to meet your monthly cashflow goals. Your
job is to evaluate various income-producing assets to
determine which assets will provide you with the most income
at the lowest possible price.
How much will you need to invest to achieve your cashflow
goal if you focus on dividend stocks?
How much will you need to invest to achieve your cashflow
goal if you focus on low-cost index funds?
How much will you need to invest to achieve your cashflow
goal if you focus on interest-bearing bonds?
How much will you need to invest to achieve your cashflow
goal if you focus on income-producing real estate?
These are extremely important questions to ponder. However, most
people never really think about them. They simply keep going to work
year after year, putting 10% to 15% of their paychecks in their
retirement plan, hoping to be able to retire at 65.
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We aren’t playing this game. Our focus is on creating monthly income,
and you should DEMAND income from every dollar invested.
For me, I’ve found that income-producing real estate is one of the
fastest ways to achieve financial freedom. There are several reasons
for this:
1. Housing is always in demand. Technology will not change the
need for a place to live. We know today that people will need a place
to live in 10 years, 20 years, 50 years and beyond.
2. How often do tenants pay rent? Monthly! If you have a rental
property, you will receive rent each month regardless of
whether you work or not. You can use this monthly income to pay
your monthly expenses.
This past summer, our family went to Europe for a few weeks. When I
returned home, this stack of rent checks was sitting in our post office
box.

The tenants in these rental properties continued working while I was in
Paris, London and Dublin. The cool part is that this all starts with one
property.
3. We have 100% complete control over real estate we own.
This means we can improve the value, increase the rent and decrease
the expenses. Any of these changes have a direct impact on our
monthly income. This opportunity does not exist with stocks, bonds or
index funds. We have zero say in what income will be provided from
those investments.
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4. You accelerate your monthly income using different
strategies with your rental real estate. We’ll cover these
accelerated cashflow strategies in the next chapter.
5. You do not need to be a sophisticated investor to do well in
real estate. This is not the case with other financial investments, such
as stocks and bonds. To buy a local single-family rental home, you’re
not competing against hedge funds, day traders, stockbrokers, money
managers and/or other sophisticated investors. You don’t need inside
information or any crazy stock-market trading strategies. You have no
charts to analyze, and you don’t have to worry about what the market
is doing.
All you need in real estate is a good home in a nice neighborhood.
That’s it.
The most important skill to learn is actually how to screen tenants.
And truth-be-told, it isn’t very hard to do. Verify their income,
employment and references, and check their background for evictions
and/or other legal issues.
Obviously, real estate isn’t as easy as other investments. You can’t
click a button on your computer and buy a rental property. However,
the investments you buy online with a click of the mouse typically do
not provide significant monthly income.
Rental real estate will require your time. You’ll be investing your time
now to create recurring monthly income. You work once and get paid
over and over again for your work.
We will choose to work a few extra hours each week now, so we don’t
have to have work 4- plus hours a week for the next 10 or 20 years.
This isn’t about pushing the “Easy Button,” like everyone seems to
want to do with their money. This is about pushing the “Cashflow
Button,” which requires work and effort. Once the “Cashflow Button” is
pushed, you’ll get to collect income every month.
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How to Accelerate Your Monthly Income from Rental Real
Estate
Hopefully, you realize I’m working hard to shift your thinking about
how and why we should invest. Investing for wealth requires you to
trade a significant portion of your life away.
Now, to achieve financial freedom and reach your cashflow goal, we’ll
need to demand maximum income from every dollar invested. Most of
the investments we’ve been taught to pursue offer little to no income.
Many stocks don’t offer any dividends. The stocks that do offer
dividends only provide about 2% to 3% annually. The interest offered
by bonds seems to fall in the same dismal range.
These investments are not the best for those pursuing big cashflow
goals. They can and should be part of your plan, but not until you’ve
achieved financial freedom and paid off all of your debt.
To hit your cashflow goal, you’ll have to maximize your monthly
investment income, and we’ll do this by working through four different
accelerated cashflow strategies you can use with real estate.

To illustrate how these four accelerated cashflow strategies work, we’ll
use a simple example and see how each accelerated cashflow strategy
impacts your income.
To start, we’ll cover the traditional approach many beginning investors
use: a straight rental.
A straight rental is buying a rental property and offering this property
as a long-term rental. In this scenario, the investor has the tenant sign
longer-term lease agreements – one year or more.
Because this property is offered as a straight rental, the investor
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enjoys the average cashflow for the area, based upon market rents for
their type of property.

As an example, let’s say an investor buys a nice three-bedroom home
in a nice neighborhood for $100,000. This home offers two bathrooms
and an unfinished third floor. The investor offers this home for rent at
$1,200 per month and enjoys a $400 positive cashflow after paying
the mortgage, taxes, insurance and any repairs. Not too bad, right?
Over time, the tenant pays down the mortgage on the property and
provides monthly income for the investor. The investor can spend this
$400 per month of cashflow, or they can reinvest it into new incomeproducing assets.
However, if this investor wanted to increase their monthly cashflow
from this investment, they might consider using one of the following
accelerated cashflow strategies instead:
Increase Cashflow Strategy #1:
Rent To Own Programs
You’ve probably heard of “Rent to Own.” A rent-to-own program allows
someone who may not be able to qualify for a mortgage to move into
his or her dream home now and earn money toward his or her
purchase of the home.
Rent-to-own programs can be one year, two years or longer. The basic
idea is that the tenant has the opportunity to improve their credit
scores and earn money toward the purchase during the program.
For investors, rent-to-own programs offer the opportunity to
collect more income from the same properties. This is because
tenants will typically pay an upfront non-refundable option payment.
This option locks in their right to buy the home at a specific price in
the future. In addition, the tenant may also pay higher monthly rent in
order to offset any down payment they may need to qualify for a
mortgage.
Let’s consider the same $100,000 single-family home from our
previous example. Instead of offering this home a straight rental, the
investor may offer it as “Rent to Own,” advertising the home to renters
who are looking to own their own homes.
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Here are the terms of their rent to own program:
Two-year lease agreement
Upfront option payment: $4,000
Monthly rent: $1,400
Monthly rent credit toward down payment: $200
Tenant’s purchase price: $125,000
The rent-to-own tenant would pay an upfront, non-refundable option
fee of $4,000. Their monthly rent would be $1,400, and they would
receive a credit of $200 each month toward their down payment at the
time of purchase. At the end of two years, they would have
accumulated $4,800 in rent credits.
At the end of two years, they’ll have the option to purchase the home
for $125,000. They can use their $4,800 in rent credits toward the
down payment. They’ll also get credit for their $4,000 upfront option
payment.
The investor is in a win/win situation with this rent-to-own program,
because they’ve significantly increased their cashflow compared to a
straight rental.
Their monthly cashflow increased from $400 to $600, as the monthly
rent is $1,400 compared to $1,200 for the straight rental. Plus, they
collected $4,000 up front. This brings their total cashflow for the two
years to $18,400. ($4,000 upfront plus $600 a month for 24 months.)
If we average this $18,400 of cashflow over 24 months, it
works out to $766 a month of extra income.
If the tenant buys the home at $125,000 during the program, the
investor will put another $16,200 in their pocket before closing costs
and taxes. The $16,200 is calculated as follows:
$125,000 sale price
($4,000) upfront option payment
($4,800) rent credits earned by tenant
($100,000) purchase price of the home
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$16,200 profit before closing costs and taxes
The crazy part is the majority of tenants in rent-to-own
programs will NOT actually buy the home at the end of the rent
to own program.
They don’t buy the home for many reasons, including they didn’t like
the home, they changed jobs and need to move closer to work, they
didn’t improve their credit scores, they broke up with their significant
other, etc.
Regardless of the reason the tenant doesn’t buy the home at the end
of the program, the investor gets to keep the home and all of the
cashflow collected during the program. And remember, we almost
doubled the monthly cashflow from $400 with a straight rental to $766
with the rent-to-own program.
If the rent-to-own tenant doesn’t buy the home, the investor can now
offer this home again to a new tenant on a new rent-to-own program
at a higher monthly rent and a higher future sales price, increasing
their cashflow further. The longer the investor owns the home, the
more money they’ll make from the property as rents, upfront
payments and the purchase price will all be increasing.
NOTE: My complete rent to own system is one of the special bonuses
you’ll receive when you become a Cashflownaire Member. In this
course, you’ll learn how to collect large upfront payments from your
tenants and higher monthly rental rates. I’ve even included all the
forms you’ll need to use Rent to Own Programs! You can get more
information on this membership here:
http://dividendrealestate.com/join
Increase Cashflow Strategy #2:
Student Rentals
Yes, student rentals. I know what you’re thinking: “I’m not renting to
college kids!” Well, you may want to reconsider after seeing how
profitable they can be.

First off, you may be able to invest in student rentals very close to
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where you live. I didn’t really “see” this opportunity when I first
learned about student rentals. I incorrectly assumed I would have to
invest at colleges far from my home. This assumption was incorrect.
The reality is we have three smaller schools within 30 minutes of
where I live. These smaller schools are Lake Erie College, Notre Dame
College, and John Carroll University. These smaller, private schools
create profitable investment opportunities for investors looking for
accelerated cashflow.
More than likely, you will have smaller schools near your home, too.
Look into it, and you might be surprised and what you find!
Let’s go back to our $100,000 nice single-family home in our original
example. This home was rented as a straight rental and provided $400
a month of positive cashflow after paying the mortgage, taxes,
insurance and maintenance expenses.
The investor using student rentals will probably want to add a
bedroom or two to the unfinished third floor, turning the home into a
four- or five-bedroom home. Or, depending on the housing code
regulations for the area when the home is located, they may put a
bedroom in the unfinished basement.
The reason they would want to add as many bedrooms as possible is
because the number of bedrooms dictates the monthly rent. If each
bedroom rents out for $400 a month, a five-bedroom home will
provide $2,000 of monthly rent, increasing the investor’s cashflow
from $400 a month with a straight rental – on the very same home –
to $1,200 a month as a student rental.
Yes, you read that correctly.
A student rental property with extra bedrooms may provide
$800 to $1,200 of additional monthly cashflow when compared
to a straight rental property.
And the cool part is you can make the parents of the students’ co-sign
on the leases to minimize your risk. Having the parents sign the lease
will give you additional protection against non-payment of rent and for
any damage to your property.
Obviously, there is a great deal more to consider with regard to
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successful student rental investment. The idea I’m hoping you “see” is
how profitable student rental properties can be. It may be worth your
time to investigate this opportunity further. The reason is because you
may be able to hit your cashflow goals with fewer properties.
As an example, if your monthly cashflow goal is $10,000, you may be
able hit this goal with eight single-family homes. If you acquired two
homes a year, you could hit your goal within four years.
(One word of caution about adding bedrooms: You’ll need to follow
local housing code guidelines. Be sure to investigate these guidelines
before buying your first student rental property!)
NOTE: I have a great course detailing exactly how to double your
monthly cashflow with student rental properties. This course is also
one of the special bonuses you’ll receive when you become a
Cashflownaire Member. You can get more information on this
membership here: http://dividendrealestate.com/join
Increase Cashflow Strategy #3:
Manufactured Homes
You may not realize it, but manufactured homes may be one of the
best real estate investment opportunities available. They have
certainly led to my financial freedom.
I personally buy every manufactured home I can get my hands on.
I’ve purchased manufactured homes in my retirement account, my
wife’s retirement account and in the retirement accounts for both of
my daughters!
Manufactured homes allow you to create massive cashflow with
very little risk!
Here are a few of my manufactured home investments and their
monthly cashflow:
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Manufactured homes are profitable because you can typically buy
them for a lot less than single-family homes. As an example, you
might buy a single-wide mobile home for $10,000 that rents for $350
a month. If you pay cash for this mobile home, you’ll enjoy $4,200 of
annual cashflow from a $10,000 investment.
Even better, you’ll have no mortgage payment to make!
Manufactured homes have been – by far – my most profitable
investments because they allow you to compound monthly cashflow:
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In this plan, you can “see” how compounding works, as your first
home buys your second home. Your first two homes buy your third
home. Your monthly cashflow increases significantly over time as you
acquire additional income-producing assets.
My suggestion is for you to buy ONE manufactured home each month.
If these homes average $300 of monthly cashflow, you’ll be collecting
$3,600 a month in just 12 months and $6,400 in two years.
This investment plan is NOT dependent upon:
1. You having to qualify for a mortgage to buy traditional real
estate. More than likely, you won’t need to borrow money to
create this cashflow! This means your credit score doesn’t
matter. It also means you won’t be taking on more debt!
2. An appreciating real estate or stock market. If the stock market
were to crash, it won’t have any impact on your manufactured
home investments! And a real estate market crash actually
increases the demand for manufactured homes.
Truth be told, my manufactured home investments instantly became
my best investments during the 2008 market crash.
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NOTE: Over the years I’ve accumulated well over 100 manufactured
homes. During this process, I’ve made many mistakes and have
learned many valuable lessons. I’ve detailed these and all of my
systems for finding, buying, selling and managing manufactured
homes in my Manufactured Homes Cashflow System. This course
normally sells for $1,000; however, I’m including it as another free
special bonus for new Cashflownaire Members.
You can get more information on this membership here:
http://dividendrealestate.com/join
Increase Cashflow Strategy #5:
A Compounding Machine of
High-Yield Dividend Stocks
Years ago, I heard a high-level person share that they had a goal to
get a little richer every single day. I’ve thought a lot about this goal
since hearing it.
Is it really possible to get a little richer every day? What actions would
someone have to take to consistently get richer every day?
I’ve come to the conclusion that this goal isn’t possible because we
can’t control the market values of our investments. If one of your
investments were to fall in value, you wouldn’t be able to hit your daily
goal.
Well, what would happen if you were to make one slight change this
unrealistic goal. The slight change is…
To Increase Your Cashflow Every Day
This new and improved goal is 100% in your control. You can take
specific actions that WILL increase your cashflow every day. The
market value of your assets may fluctuate up and down but your
cashflow will be increasing consistently.
This new and improved goal can be life changing because we can use
the cashflow we create to buy new income-producing assets creating
an automatic compounding machine.
You can increase your cashflow every day by acquiring new incomeproducing assets every day. In my humble opinion, the best incomeCashflownaire.com
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producing assets to acquire each day are dividend stocks.
You can buy these assets in seconds through your phone. You don’t
need to make any phone calls. You don’t need to talk to anyone. Just
open your app and increase your cashflow.
In fact, if you were to purchase one share of stock today that paid
quarterly dividends, you’d collect four dividend checks a year for the
rest of your life. This asset would allow you to increase your cashflow
for the rest of your life. Buy one share of stock today that pays
monthly dividends, and you’ll automatically collect 12 dividends a year
for the rest of your life.
As an example, this morning I purchased a stock offering monthly
dividends for $3.02 a share. You can buy the exact same asset and
you’ll start collecting monthly dividends. Set these dividends to
automatically buy new shares of the same stock and you’ve created a
little compounding machine. Do this every day and you’ll create 365
compounding machines a year!
Now, you can accelerate this compounding process by acquiring
dividend stocks that pay higher dividends. As an example, I own highyield stocks that pay annual dividend yields anywhere from 8% to
45%.
The average dividend yield of stocks I’ve acquired is around 12%. For
every $1,000 invested, $120 of annual dividend income is generated.
Not too shabby, if you ask me!
Imagine what things would look like if you increased your cashflow
every day for the rest of your life?
NOTE: Over the last year, I’ve created a system you can use to find
the best high-yield dividend stocks. These are the exact same stocks
I’m acquiring for my family. Many of these stocks pay monthly
dividends! I’ll also show you several ways you can reduce your risk
with every stock you acquire. My Stock Market Cashflow System is
also included as one of the special free bonuses you’ll receive as a new
Cashflownaire Member!
You can get more information on this membership here:
http://dividendrealestate.com/join
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Now for those of you who are serious about this, and I certainly hope
YOU are one of the serious ones, you might consider ...
LAYERING THESE ACCELERATED CASHFLOW
STRATEGIES ON TOP OF EACH OTHER
My personal preferred approach is to start with one strategy and use
the cashflow generated to invest into the next strategy.
A simple example might be to buy a single-family home and offer it on
a Rent To Own Program. This will allow you to collect a large upfront
payment from your tenant buyer. You can use this upfront payment
and the monthly cashflow to buy a manufactured home for cash.
Next you can invest the monthly cashflow from the single-family home
and the monthly cashflow from the manufactured home into high-yield
dividend stocks.
This approach maximizes your cashflow as you force your assets to
buy additional income-producing assets for your family. The tenants in
your single-family home will buy a manufactured home for you. These
two tenants will then begin buying dividend stocks for your family!
Here’s how this might look:

Investment #1: Single-Family Home
Investment #2: Manufactured Home
Investment #3: High-Yield Dividend Stock

Monthly
Cashflow
$766
$350
$100

Total Monthly Cashflow

$1,216

This monthly cashflow will continue to grow as you continue acquiring
more dividend stocks!
Or another option would be to layer the same accelerated cashflow
strategy on top of itself:
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Investment #1: Single-Family Home
Investment #2: Single-Family Home
Investment #3: Single-Family Home

Monthly
Cashflow
$766
$766
$766

Total Monthly Cashflow

$2,298

By layering these accelerated cashflow investments on top of each
other, you may be able to achieve your cashflow goals within a few
years. This is exactly what I’ve done.
The main idea is to compound accelerated cashflow properties. Think
of it as homes buying homes. This is how it might look using the rent
to own strategy:

Start this year with three rent-to-own homes. Offer these homes on
two-year rent-to-own programs. If the tenant buys the home during
the program, use the sales proceeds to buy two new rent-to-own
homes.
You’ll be compounding accelerated cashflow homes.
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Here’s how this might look with the manufactured home strategy:

Start with one manufactured home and allow the monthly cashflow to
accumulate. When you have enough, buy a second manufactured
home. Allow the income from both homes to accumulate until you
have enough to buy a third manufactured home.
Remember, we are not willing to trade our lives away for money. We
take massive action on accelerated CASHFLOW strategies, and we
compound them into our freedom.
There’s obviously a great deal more to each of the four strategies,
which I’m unable to cover in this book. The purpose of this chapter is
to show you what is possible. You don’t have to accept lower rental
rates. It’s extremely important to understand you have the ability to
dictate your cashflow, and you can easily increase your monthly
cashflow by deploying different strategies with your investments. You
should not do what everyone else does, because you’ll get the same
results everyone else gets.
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The important idea I’m hoping you think about is investing for
cashflow, not appreciation.
You have to ask yourself: How much income is this investment
providing? Do I have control over this income? Can I increase this
income? How quickly can I compound this income?
Be very careful investing for mainly appreciation.
Back before the valuable lessons provided by the market crash of
2008, I invested for appreciation. I bought investments hoping they
would increase in value. When the investments appreciated, I could
sell these investments in order to take my profit. Because my goal was
based on market values, I chose investments offering the most
potential appreciation.
When the market values crashed, I lost.
Had I focused on cashflow instead, the crash wouldn’t have had the
same impact because all of my properties would have continued to
pump out massive cashflow each month.
Today all of my investments are focused on cashflow, and this
cashflow continues flowing regardless of what happens in the stock
market or the real-estate market. I’m no longer worried about a
market crash. In fact, I’m actually looking forward to upcoming market
crashes because they provide many incredible investment
opportunities.
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Rich Man, Poor Man
Many years ago, Richard Russell wrote an article for his Dow Theory
Letters titled “Rich Man, Poor Man.” This article is required reading for
all Cashflownaires:
Below, I’ve re-written sections from this article for Cashflownaires. The
text in smaller font is from Richard Russell:
MAKING MONEY: Making money entails a lot more than predicting which way the
stock or bond markets are heading trying to figure out which stock or fund will
double over the next few years. For the great majority of investors, making money
requires a plan, self-discipline and desire.
For the average investor, you and me, we’re not geniuses so we have to have a
financial plan.
RULE 1: COMPOUNDING: One of the most important lessons for living in the modern world

is that to survive you've got to have money. But to live (survive) happily, you must have love,
health (mental and physical), freedom, intellectual stimulation -- and money. When I taught
my kids about money, the first thing I taught them was the use of the "money bible." What's
the money bible? Simple, it's a volume of the compounding interest tables.
Compounding is the royal road to riches. Compounding is the safe road, the sure road, and
fortunately, anybody can do it. To compound successfully you need the following:
perseverance in order to keep you firmly on the savings path. You need intelligence in order
to understand what you are doing and why. And you need a knowledge of the mathematics
tables in order to comprehend the amazing rewards that will come to you if you faithfully
follow the compounding road. And, of course, you need time, time to allow the power of
compounding to work for you. Remember, compounding only works through time.
But there are two catches in the compounding process. The first is obvious -- compounding
may involve sacrifice (you can't spend it and still save it). Second, compoundingis boring -b-o-r-i-n-g. Or I should say it's boring until (after seven or eight years) the money starts to
pour in. Then, believe me, compounding becomes very interesting. In fact, it becomes
downright fascinating!

Mr. Russell is referring to traditional investments and how powerful
compounding can be over time. We, as Cashflownaires, focus on
compounding accelerated cashflow investments. Compounding
traditional investments may be b-o-r-i-n-g, but compounding
accelerated cashflow investments is actually exciting because you
don’t have to wait seven or eight years for the money to pour in. The
money starts to pour in immediately.
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Rule 2: DON'T LOSE MONEY: This may sound naive but believe me it isn't. If you want to
be wealthy, you must not lose money, or I should say must not lose BIG money. Absurd rule,
silly rule? Maybe, but MOST PEOPLE LOSE MONEY in disastrous investments, gambling,
rotten business deals, greed, poor timing. Yes, after almost five decades of investing and
talking to investors, I can tell you that most people definitely DO lose money, lose big time -in the stock market, in options and futures, in real estate, in bad loans, in mindless gambling,
and in their own business.

We will cover how to not lose money in future chapters. It’s an
extremely important rule and should be part of your investment plan.
We don’t speculate. We don’t invest for appreciation. We demand
income from every dollar we invest. We focus on compounding
cashflow.
RULE 3: RICH MAN, POOR MAN: In the investment world the wealthy investor has one
major advantage over the little guy, the stock market amateur and the neophyte trader. The
advantage that the wealthy investor enjoys is that HE DOESN'T NEED THE MARKETS.
I can't begin to tell you what a difference that makes; both in one's mental attitude and
in the way one actually handles one's money.
The wealthy investor doesn't need the markets, because he already has all the income
he needs. He has money coming in via bonds, T-bills, money market funds, stocks and real
estate. In other words, the wealthy investor never feels pressured to "make money" in the
market.

The Cashflownaire doesn’t need the markets because he or she
already has all the income needed. They have income flowing in from
their accelerated cashflow investments. They feel zero pressure to
work for money.
The wealthy investor tends to be an expert on values. When bonds are cheap and bond
yields are irresistibly high, he buys bonds. When stocks are on the bargain table and stock
yields are attractive, he buys stocks. When real estate is a great value, he buys real estate.
When great art or fine jewelry or gold is on the "give away" table, he buys art or diamonds or
gold. In other words, the wealthy investor puts his money where the great values are.

The Cashflownaire tends to be an expert on ACCELERATED CASHFLOW
and focuses on layering accelerated cashflow investments on top of
each other.
And if no outstanding values are available, the wealthy investors wait. He can afford to
wait. He has money coming in daily, weekly, and monthly. The wealthy investor knows
what he is looking for, and he doesn't mind waiting months or even years for his next
investment (they call that patience).
But what about the little guy? This fellow always feels pressured to "make money." And in
return he's always pressuring the market to "do something" for him. But sadly, the market
isn't interested. When the little guy isn't buying stocks offering 1% or 2% yields, he's off to
Las Vegas or Atlantic City trying to beat the house at roulette. Or he's spending 20 bucks a
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week on lottery tickets, or he's "investing" in some crackpot scheme that his neighbor told
him about (in strictest confidence, of course).
And because the little guy is trying to force the market to do something for him, he's a
guaranteed loser. The little guy doesn't understand values so he constantly overpays. He
doesn't comprehend the power of compounding, and he doesn't understand money. He's
never heard the adage, "He who understands interest -- earns it. He who doesn't
understand interest -- pays it." The little guy is the typical American, and he's deeply
in debt.
The little guy is in hock up to his ears. As a result, he's always sweating -- sweating to
make payments on his house, his refrigerator, his car or his lawn mower. He's
impatient, and he feels perpetually put upon. He tells himself that he has to make money -fast. And he dreams of those "big, juicy mega-bucks." In the end, the little guy wastes his
money in the market, or he loses his money gambling, or he dribbles it away on senseless
schemes. In short, this "money-nerd" spends his life dashing up the financial down-escalator.

The Cashflownaire works hard to be debt-free. He is never sweating
monthly payments on his house, his refrigerator, his car or his lawn
mower. The Cashflownaire thoroughly enjoys living in the Position of
Fuck You.
But here's the ironic part of it. If, from the beginning, the little guy had adopted a strict
policy of never spending more than he made, if he had taken his extra savings and
compounded it in intelligent, income-producing securities, then in due time he'd have
money coming in daily, weekly, monthly, just like the rich man. The little guy would have
become a financial winner, instead of a pathetic loser.
RULE 4: VALUES: The only time the average investor should stray outside the basic
compounding system is when a given market offers outstanding value. I judge an investment
to be a great value when it offers (a) safety; (b) an attractive return; and (c) a good chance of
appreciating in price. At all other times, the compounding route is safer and probably a lot
more profitable, at least in the long run.

The only time the Cashflownaire should stray outside the basic
compounding system is when they’ve achieved their cashflow goal.
Once they’ve achieved their goal, they focus entirely on debt
elimination. Cashflownaires only invest for appreciation after achieving
their cashflow goals and after becoming debt-free.
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The Key to A Successful Cashflow Investment
My favorite TV show is “Billions” on Showtime. It highlights the battle
between a billionaire hedge-fund investor and New York’s attorney
general.
The hedge-fund trader makes a great deal of money investing with
“inside information.” This is obviously illegal and is why the attorney
general is trying to put him in prison. It’s a great show, but more
importantly, it offers us many lessons we can use to our advantage.
In the second season, there’s a scene in which the billionaire is at his
barn with his horse trainer and his son. The trainer and the billionaire
are talking to the son when the billionaire says:
“He already knows the most important part of investing.” He looks at
his son and asks, “Who makes a bet if they don’t know how it’s going
to turn out?”
His son replies, “Suckers!”
Suckers lose money investing without knowing the outcome of their
investments in advance. Guess who invests without knowing the
outcome of their investments.
Investor who invest for appreciation.
Remember, Rule #2 from Richard Russell in the previous chapter?
NEVER LOSE MONEY
In the show, the billionaire never invests unless he knows in
advance how the investment will turn out. He invests into
certainty. The problem is his approach is illegal in the stock market.
We, however, we have the opportunity to use this strategy legally in
real estate. We have the ability to see what our results will be BEFORE
we invest, and this allows us to significantly reduce our risk.
Even better, we have the opportunity to apply this strategy to our
accelerated cashflow investments by studying and testing our ideas in
the marketplace BEFORE we invest.
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Let’s say you’re thinking of buying a single-family home and offering it
on a rent to own program. You can go online and study various
websites (Zillow/Craigslist/Facebook Marketplace) to get an idea of the
rental rates for homes in your area. This includes rental rates for rent
to own homes, too.
Here’s a screenshot of a home for rent in my area from Zillow.com:

You can spend some time on Facebook Marketplace studying homes
offered as “rent-to-own” homes in your area. Search the homes for
rent and homes for sale categories. This study will help you see what
the rents, prices and terms of other rent to own programs in your
area.
You can then look for a nice home listed for sale in your price range
that provides you with a very attractive monthly cashflow. By knowing
what the market is for rent, upfront option payments and buyout
prices, you can control your profit before you buy an investment
property.
Obviously, there is a great deal more to the process, but I’m hoping
you’re starting to see how to figure out what your results would be
BEFORE you invest.
When we shift our focus from appreciation to cashflow, we’re
able to see our results before we invest because we can see
what income other similar investments generate.
The cool part is you can use this same approach with all of our
accelerated cashflow strategies.
As you become a more experienced as investor, you’ll know your
market inside and out. As an example, I have large portfolio of
manufactured-home investments. Before buying one, I know in
advance what my income will be from the investment. Sure, I may
have an unexpected repair that may cost some money. I simply make
the repair and get back to collecting the cashflow.
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However, in the beginning, I studied other manufactured homes to
understand what I could collect each month. Here’s an advertisement I
found on Craigslist for a manufactured home:

It’s hard to read, but you might see this manufactured home will
generate $275 a month, or $3,300 a year. This helps me understand
what price I can pay when buying a home.
Or if you’re investing in student rentals, you can stop at the local
college and investigate what the average rent is per bedroom to see
what your total rental income might be before buying a property.
We want to do our homework and study what rents are offered for our
particular accelerated-cashflow strategy first. Then we work backwards
to find the most profitable properties.
Using our money to buy our freedom is so critically important that we
don’t want to roll the dice with our cashflow investments. We don’t
want to invest hoping our investments do well. We must copy the
strategy used by the billionaire and invest only when we’re
certain of what cashflow available from the investment.
Unfortunately, the financial plan we’ve been taught to follow for
retirement violates this rule. We invest into our 401ks and other
retirement accounts without knowing what our results will be.
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We are left to merely hope that things work out for us. Don’t bet your
future on this losing strategy.
Don’t be the “sucker” who invests without knowing the outcome of
your investing in advance.
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My Simple Cashflownaire Investment Plan (It’s Ugly)
When I was in my 20s, I went to see a financial planner. At the time, I
was a CPA for a large public accounting firm. The financial planner
gave me this fancy 50-page plan detailing different mutual funds I
should invest in to diversify. He also recommended money market
accounts, universal life insurance and a few other products.
Unfortunately, this financial planner didn’t give me a Cashflow
Standards chart, which is what I really needed. L
Today, I don’t use his plan. I created my own financial plan, and it
isn’t pretty. In fact, it’s actually kind of ugly. You might even laugh
when you see it!
Here it is:

As you know, our first priority is to set an aggressive goal for monthly
cashflow using the Cashflow Standards chart. The minimum monthly
cashflow goal to set should be at least twice your living
expenses, including every dollar you spend each month.
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If your total living expenses are $5,000 a month, your minimum
monthly cashflow goal should be $10,000. Obviously, you would adjust
this based upon your actual expenses.
This means your entire focus until you hit this double-your-living
expenses cashflow goal should be to demand monthly income from
EVERY dollar you invest. We do this by focusing on accelerated
cashflow investments: rent to own programs, student rentals,
manufactured homes, and high-yield dividend stocks.
Once you’ve reached your monthly cashflow goal, you would
implement my “ugly” plan and use a 50/50 split of the monthly
cashflow. You’ll spend 50% of our cashflow on your living expenses,
allowing you to eliminate your need for a paycheck, and you’ll reinvest
the other 50% of your monthly cashflow.
However, once you’ve hit your cashflow goal, you’re going to change
where you invest the 50% to:
Pay Off ALL Of Your DEBT
Yes, that’s right. Once you reach your monthly cashflow goal, you’ll
shift your focus from accelerated cashflow investments and redirect
50% of your cashflow to systematically pay off all of your debt. I
realize this isn’t sexy, but it’s extremely important.
How do I know?
Because I made a costly mistake and didn’t do this when I was
younger. Before the market crash of 2008, I had several opportunities
to minimize or maybe even eliminate debt. I didn’t, choosing to pursue
wealth accumulation instead. Remember, I was on a mission to hit my
“number.” I wanted to be a multi-millionaire.
I’m still paying for this costly mistake today, 10 years later.
It’s a mistake that almost led to bankruptcy. A mistake I’ll never make
again. A mistake I’m hoping to help you avoid.
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For many of you reading this, you may disagree with my suggestion.
You may believe it’s better to invest your cashflow into more
aggressive investments that offer higher returns, or you may want to
continue accumulating accelerated cashflow investments.
Why pay off a mortgage with a fixed 4% interest rate, when you can
invest into assets offering significantly higher returns?
Well, because paying off our debt enhances our freedom. Paying
off debt reduces our stress. Paying off debt makes our lives
better.
Remember the loan shark’s comment from the movie The Gambler?
“What he wants is more money because he doesn’t know when to say
that’s it ...”
We need to say: “That’s it,” and get out of debt!
Imagine if you won the lottery today and received an unexpected
$500,000. Which would give you more peace of mind: putting the
$500,000 into an index fund, or using the $500,000 to eliminate your
monthly mortgage payment?
Your answer is extremely important and should help you see why it’s
extremely important to shift your focus to debt-elimination.
We need to invest in ways that make us feel better and paying off our
debt makes our lives significantly better. Remember, Cashflownaires
do not blindly copy what everyone else does. We think for ourselves
and we make decisions to improve OUR lives.
Plus, paying off debt will provide you with a GARUANTEED
return on investment. And this GAURANTEED return on
investment is actually significantly higher than you might
realize. In many cases, paying off your debt will provide a 20%
or 30% annual return on every dollar invested.
If you have credit-card debt, you’re probably paying 15% to 20%
interest on this debt. Every dollar you invest into paying off this debt
will bring you a 15% to 20% instant return. This return is
GARUANTEED, and every dollar you invest into paying off your creditcard debt increases your monthly cashflow, as you’ll be reducing your
monthly credit-card payment. This means you’ll actually be increasing
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your monthly cashflow!
Most would agree with this strategy to pay off credit-card debt;
however, many disagree with paying off their mortgage, because the
interest rates are a lot lower. They also don’t want to lose the tax
deduction for the mortgage interest they pay.
Let’s say a mortgage has a 4% fixed interest rate. Math would tell us
the return on investment for pre-paying our mortgage would be 4%,
without considering tax deductions for interest.
Well, our return from making additional principal payments on a
mortgage is significantly higher than the interest rate on the
mortgage. To show you why, I’ve created a hypothetical $200,000 30year mortgage with a fixed, 4% interest rate. You can see a portion of
the amortization schedule below.
This is really important, so please don’t skip this section!

The starting mortgage amount in July of 2017 is $200,000.
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You can see the first monthly mortgage payment is $955, which
includes $288 for principal and $667 for interest. Please note 67%
of the mortgage payment goes to interest. The interest rate on
the mortgage is 4%, but 67% of the payment goes to interest.
This is how amortization schedules are set up, and we can use this to
our advantage and generate a significant return on investment.
In August of 2017, we can make our regular mortgage payment of
$955 and can make an additional principal payment to reduce our
outstanding mortgage balance. The additional payment we’ll make
would be 50% of our monthly cashflow as outlined in my “ugly” plan.
In our previous example, the investor created $10,000 of monthly
cashflow. They’ll spend 50% ($5,000) for their living expenses and
they’ll reinvest the other 50% ($5,000) into debt reduction.
Our investor will send $5,955 to their mortgage company each month.
This will include the regular payment of $955 plus $5,000 to be
applied to towards the principal balance of the loan. The total amount
applied to the principal of the mortgage would be the $288 from the
amortization schedule, PLUS the additional $5,000 prepayment.
In just one month, they would pay down their mortgage by $5,288,
decreasing the outstanding balance from $200,000 to $194,712.
Every extra dollar paid on the principal balance above the normal
payment moves you down the loan amortization schedule as the
outstanding mortgage balance is reduced.
We can see the investor actually eliminated SIXTEEN months of
mortgage payments with their additional $5,000 prepayment in
August of 2017. You can see they have moved down the amortization
schedule to January 2019, at which point the remaining loan is listed
as $194,663.
This can get a little confusing, but it’s critical to understand. In this
example, a $5,000 prepayment in August 2017 saved the interest due
from September 2017 through January 2019. This totals $10,535 in
interest savings.
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Here’s the return-on-investment calculation:
Interest saved
Amount invested

$10,535
$5,000

Return on investment

210%

Go dig out your mortgage papers and find your amortization schedule
on the mortgage for your home. Follow the schedule down to the
current month, and you’ll be able to see how every mortgage payment
is applied between principal and interest. You’ll see how the majority
of your payment is applied to interest. You’ll save tens of thousands of
dollars in interest by making additional principal payments.
My guess is that your mortgage prepayments will provide a significant
return on your investment. This is because of how amortization
schedules work. In this example, the investor could get a guaranteed
210% return on their investment simply by prepaying their mortgage.
This will beat any other investment opportunity by a wide margin.
For the first 20 years of any mortgage, your payment is allocated more
toward interest than to principal. Prepaying your mortgage offers a
very attractive GUARANTEED return on investment.
If we were to make the regular payments on this mortgage for 30
years, we would pay a total of $343,739, including interest. We would
pay $955 for 360 months until July 2047.
By using 50% of our monthly cashflow and prepaying $5,000
each month from our cashflow, we will completely pay off this
mortgage in just three years, eliminating 27 years of mortgage
payments.
Wait ... correction ... the tenants in your accelerated-cashflow
properties will completely pay off this $200,000 mortgage in
three years. Instead of paying $343,739 over the 30 years,
you’ll pay $212,464, saving $131,275 of interest.
Hopefully, studying amortization schedules will help you see your real
return on investment from paying off your debt. For most of the
mortgage period, your return on investment is significantly higher than
the interest rate on the loan.
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Remember, this return is GUARANTEED. You’ll never regret paying off
your debt.
My 76-year-old uncle is one of the happiest men I know. He always
has a big smile on his face and enjoys the hell out of life. At a recent
family gathering, he told me he paid off his mortgage when he was in
his 30s. He said it was the single best investment he ever made. This
same uncle had built his own successful manufacturing company with
dozens of employees.
Instead of paying off his mortgage, he could have invested this money
back into his business. He also could have followed the advice of
financial planners and invested into a diverse group of mutual funds.
He chose to pay off his mortgage and continues to insist that this was
his single-best investment. Please understand paying off his mortgage
may not have been the highest return investment available to him. He
probably could have made a lot more money investing back into his
manufacturing business.
Instead of trying to make more money, he simply paid off his
mortgage, and this ONE investment provided him with the most
satisfaction. It made his life a lot better because he put himself in the
Position of Fuck You. As we know, there’s a certain inarguable
satisfaction to that.
The mental peace of mind he achieved from being debt-free was
significantly higher than any financial return he could have received
from higher return investments.

If you really stop and think about it, you’ll be reinvesting 50% of your
cashflow into the safest investment imaginable, debt reduction. You
won’t have to worry about losing money because you won’t be
impacted by changes in the real estate or stock markets.
You’ll have 100% control over your investments, and the next crash
will have zero impact on you. You’ll be able to sit back and watch
everyone else panic as the value his or her investments plummet.
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Warren Buffett follows two rules with his investments:
1. Never lose money.
2. Don’t forget rule number one.
If we stop and really think about this advice, you’ll realize his rules are
not to “make a lot of money.” Not to “maximize returns.” Not to
“Invest in your 401k.” Not to “build wealth.” His goal is simply to never
lose money. When you re-orient your entire investment plan around
never losing money, it forces you to invest in things that are very
boring and conservative.
Paying off debt is boring and conservative. The good news is paying off
your debt actually increases your cashflow. In this example, the
investor would increase their monthly cashflow by $955 once the
mortgage was paid off.
The reason why most people choose not to pay off their debt is
because they’re following the advice of financial planners. They’re
trying to save for their future retirements. They’re trying to build
wealth so they can hopefully retire in their 60s!
Even worse, it’s kind of hard to pay off debt when we only have one
income stream. This one stream is obviously their paycheck. This one
income stream is used to save for retirement, pay their monthly
mortgage payment, their utilities, their taxes and their various
insurance premiums. In addition, this one income stream is also used
to pay for transportation, food, clothing, vacations, and, if any scraps
are left over, their entertainment, too.
In other words, this one income stream is stretched very thin because
it is required to cover dozens of expenses throughout the year.
A Cashflownaire has multiple income streams from their portfolio of
accelerated-cashflow rental properties. A Cashflownaire can choose to
use the cashflow from one, or more, of their investments as a debtelimination tool. It’s a huge deal.
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How to Use Your Cashflow To Become Debt-Free
Once you reach your monthly cashflow goal, which must be at least
twice your monthly living expenses, you’ll invest 50% into debt
elimination. In this short chapter, we’ll cover how to use your cashflow
to pay off all of your debts.
Paying off debt isn’t rocket science. You don’t need to purchase any
fancy software or pay for any special bi-weekly mortgage prepayment
payment plans! (You can use free software online, or various mobile
applications, if you want to see how quickly you can become debtfree.)
Even better, there are no fees, costs, or commissions to pay
when you invest your cashflow into debt elimination!
Start by listing all of your debts. Your list should include every debt
you have, including mortgages, car loans, student loans, credit cards,
equity lines, etc.
My suggestion is to start with the debts you pay for through your
labor. These would be debts for which you have no offsetting income.
You want to increase your personal cashflow by eliminating debts you
pay for out of your paycheck.
Example: mortgage payment on your personal residence vs. a
mortgage on a rental property.
You pay the mortgage on your residence, and your tenants pay the
mortgage payment on your rental properties.
Here’s a sample list of debts you may have:
Balance
$200,000 mortgage
$35,000 equity loan
$25,000 car loan
$10,000 credit card

Interest
4%
4%
8%
15%

Total monthly payments

Payment
$955
$175
$450
$250
$1,830

The best way to pay off your debt is to use the “snowball” strategy.
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The snowball strategy is to start with the one debt and focus 100% on
paying it off first. You have two choices with regard to which debt to
pay off first. You can start with the highest interest-rate loan, which in
this case, would be the credit card. By selecting the highest interestrate debt first, you’ll save more interest by eliminating this debt first.
Or you can start with the lowest loan amount, which in this case is also
the credit card. By selecting the lowest loan amount first, you’ll be
able to pay it off faster, which will increase your monthly cashflow at a
quicker pace. You can use this increase in cashflow toward paying off
the next debt.
In this example, you would start with the $10,000 credit card. It’s the
highest interest rate, and it’s also the lowest loan amount. Each
month, you’ll use 50% of our cashflow to pay down the credit-card
balance.
You would make the minimum monthly payments on the mortgage,
equity and car loans. You would also pay the $250 minimum creditcard payment. In addition, you would pay an additional $5,000 from
your monthly cashflow on the credit-card balance.
You would pay off this credit card in just two months and
would increase your monthly cashflow by $250 without any
risk!
Next, you would focus on paying off the car loan. You would make the
minimum monthly payment on the mortgage and the equity loans. You
would also pay the minimum payment on the car loan of $450, plus an
additional $5,250 on the car loan outstanding balance. The $5,250
additional car loan payment would be your $5,000 of cashflow, plus
the $250 monthly payment you eliminated from paying off your credit
card.
You would have the entire car loan paid off in just five months,
increasing your monthly cashflow by an additional $450. Remember,
this increase in cashflow is risk-free. You don’t have to worry about
losing any money with this investment.
Next, you’ll focus on paying off the equity loan. You’ll use your $5,000
of cashflow, the $250 saved on the credit-card payments and the $450
saved on the car loan. Your total monthly debt-elimination investment
will now be $5,700.
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You would make the normal mortgage payment of $955 and normal
equity-loan payment of $175. Plus, you would pay an extra $5,700 on
the equity loan. You would pay off the equity loan in just six months,
increasing your monthly cashflow by another $175.
Guess what you’ll do next.
You’ll pay off your mortgage! You’ll use the $5,000 of positive cashflow
and the $875 you saved by paying off the credit card, car loan and the
equity loans. Believe it or not, you’ll be able to pay off the entire
mortgage in less than three years.
From start to finish, you could eliminate $270,000 of debt in
just 44 months, which is just 3.6 years. This would include the
credit cards, car loan, equity loan and your mortgage. Paying
off all this debt would increase your monthly cashflow by
$1,830. This increase in cashflow is on top of the cashflow
you’re collecting from your accelerated-cashflow investments.
And you still don’t have to go work for a paycheck!
I realize paying off debt isn’t exciting. However, it WILL change your
life. It will eliminate stress and anxiety. It will give you a peace of
mind you’ve never experienced before.
Want to know how long it will take to be completely debt-free?
Check out this chart:
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Scan the far-left column to find the number closest to your total debt
level. Now, scan across the columns to find the amount of cashflow
you’re willing to commit to paying off your debt. In our formula, this
would be 50% of your total monthly cashflow. Once you’ve found the
amount of monthly cashflow, look at the top of that column and you’ll
see how quickly you’ll be 100% debt-free.
Suppose you have $300,000 of total debt, and you’re going to commit
$4,000 of your monthly cashflow to paying off your debt. You’ll be
completely debt free in the next six to seven years.
Take a minute and imagine how nice life would be. Seriously. Picture
it. Zero debt and thousands of dollars of positive monthly cashflow!
You’ll never have to worry about money again.
You’ll be in the Position of Fuck You!
But wait ... it gets better!
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How to Build A Financial Fortress for Your Family AND Get
Richer Every Month
The "Layaway Life" plan suggests that we value the gradual, snail’space growth of wealth over our time. We invest for wealth, which
requires a significant amount of our time – 40 years or more of labor.
It sounds like a jail sentence, doesn’t it?
And once we have achieved our wealth goal, we can then “retire” and
finally enjoy our time. It only takes 40 years!
Our Cashflownaire plan flips this around. Instead of investing for
wealth, our primary focus with each investment dollar is monthly
income. This investment income provides financial freedom, the ability
to become debt-free, and it can provide massive wealth, too.
Up until this point in our journey, we followed these steps:
1. You set a specific monthly cashflow goal. This monthly
cashflow goal must be at least twice your monthly living
expenses.
2. You layered accelerated-cashflow real estate investments on
top of each other to achieve your monthly cashflow goal.
3. You allocated 50% of your monthly cashflow for living
expenses, and the other 50% to pay off all of your debt using
the Snowball Method.
You’re now in the Position of Fuck You!
Depending on your goals and your personal situation, you may be able
to complete these three steps in just five to 10 years. Remember,
were not just talking about eliminating your need for a paycheck.
We’re also going to become debt-free, too.
It will require work and a serious commitment. However, you’ll have
complete control over your life, and you’ll never have to worry about
money or when the next big crash will occur.
Now, we’re going to finally do what the financial-planning community
suggests: We’re going to invest for wealth accumulation. It’s important
to see we placed wealth-accumulation as our third priority, not our
first priority, which is what everyone else does.
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And you might surprise at what’s possible when you put cashflow and
debt elimination BEFORE wealth accumulation. You’ll actually be able
to create wealth faster than the plan recommended by the financialplanning community.
Oddly enough, this financial fortress will be built using the basic plan
suggested by the financial planners, which is to set up an automatic
monthly investment plan by which you buy shares of a low-cost index
stock market fund.
The difference is you now have a lot more to invest each month, you
no longer have to work for money, AND your debt-free.
We’ll simply redirect 50% of your monthly cashflow from debtelimination to wealth-accumulation via low-cost index funds.
Below is a screenshot of the Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund.
This is a low-cost index fund designed to provide investors with
exposure to the entire U.S. equity market, including small, mid-, and
large-cap growth and value stocks. The fund’s key attribute is it offers
us a low-cost way to gain diversified exposure to the stock market.
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This index fund will be where we build your financial fortress and has
been selected for several reasons:
1. The fund-management fees are extremely low when compared
to actively managed mutual funds. Most managed mutual funds
charge investors 1% to 2% in fees annually. This Vanguard
Total Stock Market Index Fund only charges a management fee
of .15, saving you a significant amount of money over time.
2. Since the fund owns more than 3,600 different stocks,
your investment into the fund shares will be diversified.
Buying an index fund will protect you from a major longterm loss from individual stocks.
3. Warren Buffett, one of the best investors in the world,
has suggested on several occasions that the best investment
non-professional traders can make is into a low-cost total
stock market index. Here’s exactly what he said:
“Among the various investments offered to you, if you
invested in a very low-cost index fund – where you don’t
put the money in at one time, but averaged in over 10
years, you’ll do better than 90% of people.”
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Once again, investing into a low-cost index fund isn’t sexy or exciting,
but it will provide you with the best long-term results. Since you have
already set up monthly cashflow and you have no debt, you really
don’t have to worry too much about what happens in the stock
market.
You obviously don’t need this money to retire because you already
don’t have work for money. You don’t need to do anything crazy, or
complicated. You don’t have to find the next Amazon, Google or Apple.
All you have to do is buy more shares of your low-cost index fund each
month, and you’ll get richer each and every month.
The example we’ve been working with is an investor who created
$10,000 of monthly cashflow. They indirectly increased this cashflow
by another $1,830 when they paid off their debt, so they have more
money available each month. The amount they have now have
available is $11,830 because they have zero debt.
They’re going to continue following my “ugly” investment plan by
splitting their cashflow 50/50. They’ll use $5,900 each month for living
expenses, and they’ll invest $5,900 each month into this low-cost
index fund. Now, we have no idea how this fund will actually perform
going forward, but we do know that it will track the overall stock
market.
Over long periods of time, the stock market seems to provide an
average annual return in the 7%-to-9% range.
According to Vanguard’s information, the Total Stock Market Index
Fund has averaged 7.83% over the last 10 years. This seems to be a
fair estimate of what we might achieve over the long term in this fund.
This means we have the opportunity to compound our $5,900 monthly
investment at 7.83% annually over the next 10 to 20 years.
Obviously, this return isn’t guaranteed, but it seems reasonable based
upon long-term historical stock market returns.
Here’s where things get truly crazy ...
If this investor were to invest $5,900 per month into the Vanguard
Total Stock Market Index Fund and averaged 7.83% annually, they
would have ...
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$431,304 in 5 years
$1,060,059 in 10 years
$1,976,658 in 15 years
$3,312,878 in 20 years
$8,100,527 in 30 years

Imagine setting this up and creating an $8,000,000 portfolio for your
family!
Doesn’t this seem hard to believe?
By doing the very opposite of what financial planners recommend, we
can retire decades earlier, pay off all of our debt, and still build a
million-dollar investment portfolio?
Compare this to working 40 hours a week for 40 years hoping to be
able to retire?
The reason we can accomplish so much so quickly is because we’ve
dramatically increased the amount of money we can use to accomplish
our goals through our accelerated-cashflow investments.
The accelerated cashflow replaces your time and your labor by
providing you with more money to invest each month. Without
accelerated cashflow, you’re forced to work full-time, saving the
recommended 10% to 15% of every paycheck.
Even if you make $100,000 a year and you save the recommended
15% of your salary, you’ll only have $15,000 annually to invest.
How much progress can you make with only $15,000 annually to
invest using the traditional investments recommended by the financial
planners? If your $15,000 investment makes 3% in dividends or
interest each year, your money is only providing you with $450 of
investment income. This is why you’re forced to continue working for
decades.
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When you acquire accelerated-cashflow investments, you can create
$40,000 to $50,000 of income to invest each year. The amount of
money you create to invest is double, or triple, what the financialplanning community recommends we save.
And remember, we’re only investing 50% of our cashflow.
You’re buying income machines, so you don’t have to BE the income
machine. Think about that difference.
Accelerated cashflow provides significant leverage, allowing you to
reduce the amount of time needed to achieve your goals. Instead of
you working to make money to invest, you’re investing into
accelerated-cashflow investments, which provide the money you need
to invest.
The truth of the matter is this: The people living inside your
accelerated cashflow investments go to work for you. They
work to pay you. They work so you don’t have to. The more
people you have working for you, the faster you’ll achieve your
goals. The fewer people you have working for you, the longer it
will take to achieve your goals.
This is far better than if you owned your own business and had
employees working for you. The reason is because you don’t have to
hire anyone. You don’t have to train anyone. You don’t have to fire
anyone. You don’t have to pay benefits, payroll taxes or concern
yourself with sick leave. The employers of the people inside your
accelerated-cashflow investments handle all of this for you.
The best part is that you can use this plan at any age to completely
transform your financial life. It doesn’t matter if you’re 20 years old,
50 years old or somewhere in between.
If this isn’t enough to excite you, let’s look at this in a different way.
Each month, our hypothetical investor will be investing $5,900 into
low-cost index fund. They’ll be able to sell the shares they buy any
time they want. This means they can create a rotating money machine
that pumps out more money with each passing year.
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Let’s assume you’re this hypothetical investor, and you follow this plan
and invest $5,900 of your cashflow into the Vanguard Total Stock
Market Index Fund this month.
If this fund averages 7.83% annually, as it has over the last 10 years,
this ONE month of your cashflow will compound into:
$8,601 in 5 years
$12,538 in 10 years
$26,646 in 20 years
You could set up this automatic monthly investment and potentially be
able to start withdrawing $8,601 EVERY MONTH in just five years.
This is because you would be repeating this process every month, as
you continue to reinvest half of your cashflow into the index fund.
Each month’s cashflow investment will compound further and provide
you with more money whenever you want it.
Here’s how it looks:
An investment of $5,900 this month
compounding at 7.83% annually, turns into
$8,601 before inflation and taxes in five
years.
We’ve turned our $5,900 into $8,601
adding $2,701 of compounded return.
Remember, is just one month’s investment
and this process can be repeated every
month.
(Accounting for inflation, our $5,900
investment this month would provide us
with $7,347 in today’s dollars five years
from now.)
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In five years, you would be able to increase your spendable monthly
income by $8,601 every month. This is on top of the $5,900 of
cashflow that you’ve been spending each month.
This is an extra $103,200 of annual income starting in just five
years after you’ve paid off all of their debt.
Obviously, selling shares of the index fund will trigger taxes, if the
shares are owned outside of a retirement account.
To eliminate these additional taxes, the investor could simply stop
investing into the index fund and could start spending 100% of their
cashflow. This would provide them with an additional $5,900 of
monthly income and would allow their index-fund shares to continue
compounding over a longer period of time.
Check out how this would alternative might work:
If the investor invested $5,900 into
Vanguard Total Stock Market Fund each
month for five years and averaged 7.83%
annually, they would have $431,304 in
their account.
They could stop buying shares of the fund
and simply allow this $431,304 to
compound further. This could turn into ...
$628,755 in another 5 years
$916,599 in another 10 years
$1,336,218 in another 15 years
(These amounts due not account for
inflation or taxes.)

This growth of their index fund would be in addition to them spending
100% of their monthly cashflow.
Before going on, stop and think about current retirees you might
know. Are they enjoying more income in retirement, or less? The
majority of retirees today are very concerned about money. They
typically live very frugally, clip coupons and struggle with healthcare
and prescription medication costs.
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This plan actually provides you with more money to spend, as time
passes, not less.
The tenants living your accelerated-cashflow properties will
pay for every single share you purchase of the Vanguard Total
Stock Market Index Fund. You will not be investing money from
your paychecks into the stock market. This is because your
money was invested into the accelerated-cashflow properties.
Please understand this is not the case with the financial plan
suggested by the financial community. The financial community will
advise you to invest your money into high-cost managed mutual
funds. These managed funds will eat a large portion of your savings
over time through their management fees.
Because you have no cashflow from your retirement account, you’ll be
forced to continue working 40-pluse hours a week. You’ll also be
trapped in debt as you continue making your mortgage payment, your
car payment and your credit-card payments.
I’m really hoping you see the difference in the two plans.
The Cashflownaire Plan is designed to help you retire early, pay off all
of your debt and provide a significant amount of monthly income in
your retirement years. Whenever you want more money, simply start
selling some of your Vanguard Total Stock Market Fund shares.
The Layaway Plan is designed to keep you in debt, working 40-pluse
hours a week for decades. The Layaway Life plan will make your 401k
company rich, your mortgage company rich and your credit card
company rich.
Another important consideration is...
This monthly reinvestment of the cashflow into the Vanguard
Total Stock Market Index Fund means you’ll be “Dollar-Cost
Averaging.”
Dollar-Cost-Averaging is defined by Investopedia as:
“The technique of buying a fixed dollar amount of a particular investment on a
regular schedule, regardless of share price. More shares are purchased when
prices are low, and fewer shares are bought when prices are high.”
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Dollar-cost-averaging automatically makes us better investors.

It forces us to buy more shares when the fund share price is lower and
protects us by buying fewer shares when the fund share price is
higher.
By dollar-cost-averaging half of our monthly cashflow into shares of
the low-cost stock market index fund, we are actually adding another
loss-prevention strategy into the plan because we’ll buy fewer shares
at higher prices.
The stock market is volatile, and we can use this to our advantage
through dollar-cost-averaging.
When the stock market crashes again, and it will most certainly crash
again, you’ll have an incredible opportunity to maximize your wealth.
Your monthly cashflow will allow you to accumulate additional shares
of our low-cost index fund at depressed prices. Each additional share
we accumulate during the next crash will provide additional wealth for
us in the future.
Remember, when the market crashes, you’ll be debt-free and
you’ll be collecting thousands of dollars of cashflow each
month. You can turn the crash into an amazing opportunity,
because you won’t be worried about losing your retirement
savings like everyone else. You’ll be retired already!
You’ll indirectly own over 3,600 different companies. Your ownership of
these companies will increase each and every month as you continue
to reinvest half of your cashflow from your accelerated cashflow
properties.
Every month, you’ll be planting a wealth-building seed. Each monthly
wealth-building seed has the potential to compound into significant
wealth.
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How To Become A Cashflownaire
If you’d like help in moving into the glorious Position of F You, you
should become a Cashflownaire Member.
As a new member, you’ll instantly receive all of my accelerated
cashflow systems for FREE. These systems include:
1. The
2. The
3. The
4. The

Student Rental Cashflow System
Complete Rent To Own System
Manufactured Home Cashflow System
Stock Market Cashflow System

You’ll also receive my monthly Cashflownaire Newsletter. This
newsletter details everything I’m doing with my investments, as
well as new research reports detailing the best ways to create
cashflow.
You can get more information on the Cashflownaire Membership
here:
http://dividendrealestate.com/join
To your success,

Rob Minton,
Cashflownaire
P.S. Investing is not risk-free. You can lose money depending
on your skills as an investor. You can reduce your risk of loss
by knowing the results before you invest, focusing on
accelerated-cashflow properties, using qualified professionals
to help you and by properly screening your tenants.
P.P.S. Throughout this book, I have used various financial
assumptions. I have not factored in taxes, inflation or other
important concerns. This book is simply for educational
purposes, and you should discuss these strategies with your
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professional advisors to make sure they are appropriate for
you.
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